Abstract -The assumption of game theory is that the players in game must be rational. In the game of incomplete information, participants are not completely clear about the game. Therefore, usually there is a probability distribution of strategy selection in game. It is very complicated to know the real game information of the social and economic problems. In fact, the actual situation for many problems is that game players are irrational, or the probability distribution of game players' strategies cannot be gotten, even the strategy sets are not complete (infinite strategy sets).There are many limitations in application of the traditional game theory. In this paper, the concept of complex information game and its Nash equilibrium are presented. It is proved that the complex information game problem can be solved by artificial neural network. An example on how to solve the complex information game problem with artificial neural network is given as well. Researchers hope that more and more scholars can use artificial intelligence theory to analyze the game theory problem. Therefore, the complex information game problems can be dealt more efficiently.
INTRODUCTION
Game Theory is the most shining new theory in the development of modern economic. Since 1990s, the Nobel economic prize has been awarded to scholars who have an outstanding study on game theory for many times. Therefore, game theory has been put into a new climax.
In 1950, Nash put forward Nash Equilibrium, which laid a theoretical foundation for game problems [1, 2] . After that, many scholars began to study on game theory. Scholars like Selten and Harsanyi carried out dynamic and incomplete analysis based on "Nash Equilibrium", and other ones put forward concepts like "Perfect Nash Equilibrium", "Bayesian Nash Equilibrium" and "Perfect Bayesian Nash Equilibrium". All of these have formed modern game theories [3, 7] . In China, scholars also make comprehensive researches and applications on game theories [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Neural Network is an important field in which researchers explore to imitate brain information processing system. In 1943, psychologist W. S. Mcculloch and mathematician W.H. Pitts built the M-P neuron model. Up to now, the implementation and application on Neural Network model, learning arithmetic and neural computer have achieved many encouraging fruitful results [13] [14] [15] . With the development and perfection of neural network, it will definitely play a more significant role in science and technology. Therefore, a new field is to be searched out in game theories with the application of neural network into game theory in this paper.
II. THE FOUNDATION AND HYPOTHESIS OF GAME THEORY
In economic literature, the earliest research on game theories was monopoly pricing and production written by Cournot (1838), Bertrand (1883) and Edgeworth (1925) in their paper. However, these are regarded as a special case, because their studies do not change methods that most economists think of problems [16] . In 1944, John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenetern introduced the idea of universal game theories in their famous book named Game Theories and Economic Behaviors, in which they present that most of the economic problems should be treated as a game for analysis [17] . They introduced the notation of the game's expansion formula and standard formula (or strategic type), defined the minimum maximal solutions and proved the existence of the solution of two zero -sum games in all participants. Nash (1950) proposed the concept that came to be known as the "Nash equilibrium". He extended the concepts of game theories as a way to analyze the non-zero-sum games. The Nash equilibrium strategy requires each participant to respond to pay off at maximum directly against his predicted opponents' strategies, and the predictions about each participant are correct.
Definition 1: strategy combination σ* is a Nash equilibrium, if for all participants "i" there is ui(σi*,σ-i*)≥ui(si*,σ-i*), si∈Si Nash equilibrium is a strategic combination, which enables every participant's strategy to be the best response to the other participants. This is a natural extension of equilibrium of a particular model that Cournot and Bertrand studied. What's more, it is the starting point for most economic analysis [18] . However, in some cases, it seems that the Nash equilibrium concept is too harsh [19] . Therefore, it is meaningful to make any predictions on the condition that Nash equilibrium cannot be reached. Then, iterated strict dominance and rationalizability concepts come up [20] .
Definition 2: The process of successive elimination of iterated strict dominance strategies is as follows:
Set Si0≡Si, ∑i0≡∑i. Recursive definition of Sin: Sin={si∈Sin-1| no σi∈∑in-1 for all s-i∈S-in-1, there is ui(σi,s-i)>ui(si,s-i)}, and define:
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The concept of rationalizability is introduced by Bernheim and Pearce (1984) , and it can be defined according to the following iterative process: Definition 3: ∑ i0≡∑i, for each recursive definition: ∑ i0={σi∈ ∑ in-1|Ǝσ-i∈× j≠i(Convex hull of ∑ in-1) for all σi'∈∑ in-1there is ui(σi,σ-i)≥ui(σi',σ-i)} The rationalizability strategies of participant i are Ri=∩∞n=0∑ in. Selten (1965) proved that not all the Nash equilibriums are equally reasonable in the game in which participants took the strategies of "contingent action plan". Thus the concept of "subgame perfection" was introduced to exclude the threats which are dependent on such equilibrium [20] . Harsanyi (1967 Harsanyi ( -1968 proposed a method using a standard game technology to model the situation of incomplete information. In the standard technique, the assumption is that all participants are aware of payment function of other people while participants in the incomplete information are not sure about payments of other people. Bayesian Nash equilibrium is analyzed on the basis of many game theories [21] . Harsanyi's thoughts are mainly used in "mechanism design" problem. These applications include nonlinear price discrimination, optimal auctions, display of public product preferences and inefficiencies of negotiating in incomplete information [22] [23] .
When the game is incompletely informative and dynamic, the concept of Bayesian Nash equilibrium is too weak, because it is the same as the Nash equilibrium in the dynamic game of complete information, allowing existence of empty threat [24] . Therefore, the scholars extended the perfect idea of sub-game to solve the game of incomplete information [25] . According to restrictions from ascending order in turn, these ideas of solving are ranked from perfect Bayesian equilibrium, Kreps and Wilson (1982) Sequential equilibrium, to Selten (1975) Trembling-hand perfect equilibrium. Scholars such as Xiao Yuanzhang, Park Jaeok, and Vander Schaar Mihaela illustrated these ideas through applications in predatory games and games of passing signals in labor market [26] .
In a nutshell, the game theories mainly research on mutual interaction in the formulated incentive structure. Game theories are mathematical theories and methods in the study of fight or phenomena of competitive nature [27] . Game theories consider individual predicted behaviors, actual behaviors, and study their optimization strategies. Currently, game theories have become a standard tool for economic analysis. In the meanwhile, game theories have been put into a wide range of applications in economics, biology, international relation, computer science, political science, military strategy, and other disciplines as well.
III. THE PROBLEMS AND SHORTCOMINGS OF MODERN GAME THEROY
The game problem, which is the problem that some individuals, teams or organizations, in the face of certain environmental conditions, under certain rule, simultaneously or successively, one or more times, choose from their behaviors or strategies, which allow selection of the process and to be implemented, and obtain the corresponding results.
From the game theory definition, researchers can find that a typical game should have four aspects:
(1) The participants of game (game player).
(2) Strategy set the game.
(3) The order of game. (4) The benefit of game. In order to seek the solution (equilibrium) of game, there is a key assumption that game participants are completely rational. However, the actual situation is not always so. In many cases, the game is the rational part (semi-rational or irrational). Take a look at the following example.
In game problem shown such as the example in Figure  1 , the strategy set of Terrorists are {Attack, No attack}. The strategy set of government are {Defense, No defense}. Since the terrorists' benefit to attack is "-100" and no attack is "0", so a rational player will not choose to attack. The Nash equilibrium is (No attack, No defense), both sides benefit from (0, 0), However, that is not the case, because the game players (terrorists) are irrational. If the government selects strategies in accordance with "No defense", it may suffer a great deal. Both sides in the game in real life are the results of (the attack, defense), here it is regarded as "semi-rational equilibrium". From the game problem above, it can be found that the judgment of the game players' type is very important. The results whether game players are rational will not directly affect the process and results of the game. Therefore, the hypothesis of game theory is that game players are rational. So, what is the method and basis for the judgment if the game players are irrational?
Researchers believe that these problems of the Game theory can be solved by artificial neural network. In this paper, the type of game participants can be judged by competitive learning network on the game problem above. Now researchers prepare a basic competitive learning network. The network consists of two layers, the first layer is the input layer, composed of a processing unit to receive the input mode; the second layer is the competitive layer, competition unit to respond to input patterns, namely, the said category input mode. The input layer unit connection to the competition unit for connection modes of the connection weight is adjustable. See Fig .3 . Figure 4 is a processing unit competitive layer. The assumption is that each competition unit (each type of Game Party) and the right value is always 1, i.e. ∑Wjt=1. When the initial weights of network learning take a random number of a group of small, the input mode is 0/1 vector binary. For the jth competition unit, the sum of input is ∑Wjt=1. With the maximum input sum competition layer unit is determined to be the winner, whose output is 1and other cell state is 0, i.e.
In formula (2), xcj represents the jth unit's output state of competition layer. For an input pattern, weights are updated when the competition winner unit is determined by the rule Δ Wjt=η(xi/m-Wjt), wherein said, η is learning factor, 0≤η≤1; m represents the input layer number of unit 1.
On top of the game, by collecting some information researchers can determine the corresponding input mode. After the judgment of neural network on a side of the game, the other game parties can choose their own strategies, so as to achieve the "semi rational equilibrium" or "rational equilibrium" (Nash equilibrium).
In addition, researchers consider that the self-organizing map neural network (SOM), the counter propagation neural network (CP), the adaptive resonance theory neural network (ART) and the competitive learning network all can be applied here.
IV. COMPLEX INFORMATION GAME PROBLEMS
In the modern game theory, game is composed of three elements: participants' collection i∈I, strategic space of Si in every participant i and revenue function ui [28] 。 In order to solve the game (i.e.: Nash Equilibrium), one of the key assumption is all the game parties are rational [29] . That is to say, game analysis and strategic participants make decision completely based on the revenue function. To minimize his profit function is the only pursuit [30] .
At present, in most cases, pay off functions and utility level are adopted to represent the profit function. In the real situation, it is difficult to confirm the profit function for participants. Especially in adversarial game problems, apart from minimizing players' profits, it is more important for them to beat the opponents [31] . A typical example of game problem is whether terrorists use "suicide bombers" to attack and whether the government takes measures to prevent. In some sense, game players have preferences [32] . In terms of this issue, FengJun Wen has made a research on it by the use of ordinal information game theory [33] .
Regarding to a multi-stage dynamic game, there are some more complicated situations: some players do not know the profits of other game players (i.e. incomplete information game in the modern game theory). Meanwhile, some players can not completely know what strategies other players may take [34] . (In other words, some players can only predict some possible strategies other players may take and never know all the strategies). At present, game problems of this kind are more complicated; therefore, nobody defines or studies them [35] . And because of this, this paper is to put forward the concept of complex information game in terms of these problems.
Definition 4: For the problem of a multi-stage dynamic game, if one player or mutual players do not know profits each other and do not know all strategies of other players or just know some strategies of other players, game problems of this kind are called complex information game.
For instance, researchers consider the confrontation between terrorists and government. The government knows some of terrorists' strategies such as bombing the embassy, kidnapping government officials but doesn't know all the strategies of the terrorists. When the terrorists have adopted new strategies such as "9.11" attack, the government begin to know terrorists' strategies, but still cannot know all strategies of terrorists, because terrorists take new strategies in new games. Also, terrorists only know current precautions the government has taken and do not know the government's new strategies.
V. NASH EQUILIBRIUM OF COMPLEX INFORMATION GAME
According to the definition of complex information game, complex game problems should be a multi-stage game process in which every stage of the Nash equilibrium is not easy to determine. At the same time, it has certain randomness. And they cause huge obstacles to solve problems of this kind. Therefore, researchers must solve the problems by escaping from the traditional game of Nash equilibrium. With the development of the research on artificial intelligence, researchers think the neural network can provide a solution for the complicated information game. In fact, as an important field of artificial intelligence, neural network has been put into applications in many game problems, such as Chinese checker, go, tic-tac-toe, chess, and poker game. There are processing unit of competitive layer also many successful models. In a chess game problem, though two people in the game are generally believed to get involved in a game problem, game problems of this kind of are not recognized or classified. According to definition 1, obviously, the game of chess problem belongs to the complex information game. Definition 5: As for the problem of a complex information game, at every stage, both players believe their own game strategy is optimal strategy under the current state of information. This strategy is called the Nash equilibrium of complex information game.
At each stage, when the Nash equilibrium is reached, it does not mean that players in each side are in a state of steadiness. In fact, with the development of the play and increase of the strategies, "optimal" strategies in earlier stages may be not the most optimal in later stages, but this does not affect the formation of Nash equilibrium. This is due to the complex dynamic information, at the same time, it is featured with time irreversibility, and namely, strategies chosen only relate to the current information and state. It has nothing to do with the previous balance, so Nash equilibrium in each stage has certain randomness, and this is quite different with the traditional game.
VI. AN EXAMPLE ABOUT THE APPLICATION OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK IN COMPLEX INFORMATION GAME
Just now, researchers discussed the feasibility of the use of neural network to solve complex information game problem. Researchers will take an example to discuss how to use neural network to solve complex information game problem.
Although in Bayesian game it can be known that a little about the "types" of other parties, in general, a game party at least knows the size in all sorts of "types" in the other players, namely the "judgment" of the probability distribution of all kinds of "types". Therefore, "reverse induction method" is used to solve the "Bayesian Nash equilibrium".
One of the important aspects in the above game theory is the benefits of the game parties. Actually benefits of all parties are due to incomplete information in real life. So-called problems of incomplete information game are also called the "Bayesian game". They refer to some players' benefits or profit function which at least one game party is not completely clear.
If each game party can not make judgments on the benefits of the game parties or their judgments do not conform to the actual situations, then what should researchers do? Take an example of game problems of the melon seller and buyer (Figure 4) . When the seller sells the water melons with high price, there are two kinds of benefits: -1 and 1, then there are two different Nash equilibrium of the game, namely, (low price, buy) and (high price, buy).Therefore, if the melon seller doesn't know the benefits of the buyer when he sells melons, the seller will not be able to make a choice.
As a matter of fact, the game is still in progress. That is to say, choices that high price or low price melon sellers make are not in accordance with the buyers' benefits. (because he couldn't know the benefit judgment of the different buyers or melon buyers' benefits differ from each other), now melon sellers make strategic choice which is subject to certain information they have already known, then melon buyers decide to buy or not to buy according to sellers' offer. Right now, the game is actually an "order" game, namely, the game results are not made by the "reverse induction", but rather by game parties who choose their strategies in a certain order finally. Now researchers use M -P model neurons (threshold neurons) to simulate the game process, as is shown in Fig .5 . x1, x2, x3 are assumed to be three neuron inputs, they represent three factors that melon sellers decide to choose high or low price; wj represents the connection strength between neuronal synaptic and the j factor. Ai represents the total output of the neuron; Y1 shows the output of the neuron; θi shows neuron threshold value, then the output of the neutron can be expressed as From the result, researchers know that there is only one situation that most melon buyers do not buy melons, and researchers have the following conclusion:
(1) In the two cases of ① and ②, the melons are not good. Few people buy the melons (melon buyers in this article refer to people who have intention to buy melons, i.e. people who are willing to ask the price. Many people who do not want to buy melons will not ask the price and buy melons. They do not take part in the game.) , so the market is very small. Whatever melon sellers are anxious to sell the melons, they will only sell melons at a low price (he cannot lose money in business), melons buyers will still buy the melons. This is a failure of the market.
(2) In case ③, melons are not good, but they are few(out of stock), so the market is comparatively bigger, therefore melon sellers are not anxious to sell in a hurry, the market price is very high, melon buyers(most of melon buyers) do not buy melons. This is a complete failure of the market (stock market).
(3) In case④, the melons are not good, but a lot of people buy them. Melon sellers are eager to sell melons and choose the low price (for a high-volume, low-margin business), then people buy melons. This is a more successful market.
(4) In the cases of ⑤⑥, although melons are good, only a few people buy melons) (for instance, the autumn arrives or the weather is too cold), no matter melon sellers are keen to sell melons in a hurry or not, they sell melons at a low price, then people buy melons. This is a more successful market.
(5) In case ⑦, melons are good, there are also many melon buyers, melons are sold at a high price, many people buy melons. This is a more successful market.
(6) In case ⑧, melons are good, there are many melons buyers, melons are sold at low price, people buy melons. This is a very successful market.
To solve the problem, of course, the final stopping point should go back to the neural network design problem. In this article, researchers design suitable network based on the current information and use the past information to have network training by which a game is simulated. And, of course, this is just viewpoints in this article because good effects still need further researches.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A brand-new concept of complex information game and its Nash equilibrium are proposed in this paper. At the same time, in view of deficiencies in game theory, researchers try to use neural network to solve these problems, and make corresponding conclusions. From our demonstrations, researchers find that it is feasible to apply the neural network to the game theories and researchers hope that there will be more and more developments and applications of the neural network theories into the game theories, thus a new field is explored in the game theories. 
